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1. Introduction 
It may seem strange to include this article in a memorial for Kleene, who never (to 
my knowledge) used priority. However, the pioneering paper of Kleene and Post [l] 
was an essential preliminary to the priority method. The work of Friedberg and 
Muchnik came shortly after that paper, and both made use of the framework given by 
it. 
The main technique of the Kleene-Post paper is to divide the conditions to be 
satisfied into an infinite sequence of smaller conditions. We then construct our 
function in stages, at each of which we define a finite number of values of our function. 
The action at step s is chosen to be sufficient o insure that the function satisfies the sth 
condition. 
If we are constructing an RE set instead of a function, some modifications are 
necessary. We view an RE set as being constructed in an infinite sequence of steps, at 
each of which we put a finite number of numbers into the set. The essential feature is 
that the construction is recursive; more exactly, ‘i is put into the set at step s’ is 
a recursive relation of i and s. Because of this, we may not be able to guarantee the sth 
condition at the sth step. Instead, we work on all of the conditions at each step. When 
working on the nth condition at the sth step, we select a finite number of values of the 
characteristic function of the set; i.e., we put finitely many numbers in the set and keep 
finitely many numbers out of the set. These positive and negative actions are not 
symmetric; for once a number is put in, it stays in, but if we decide to keep a number 
out, we may change our mind at a later step. 
The problem arises when, at step s, the nth condition wants to put i in and the mth 
condition wants to keep i out. The priority method tells us to do what the lower 
numbered condition says. We can build this into the construction by defining the 
action of the nth condition by induction on n. More precisely, we define by induction 
on n the total action of the conditions G n, making sure that it includes the action of 
the conditions d n - 1. 
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Our object in this paper is to present a precise definition of a priority construction 
following the above lines, and use it to prove some known theorems. This paper owes 
a great deal to Lachlan [2]; in fact, it may be considered as a continuation and 
simplification of that paper. However, we have abandoned Lachlan’s topological 
terminology, since topology plays no part in the proofs. Some of the material in this 
paper was contained in the Giidel lecture given by the author at the Annual Meeting 
of the ASL in 1992. 
2. The basic theory 
We generally follow the notation of [4]; but we sometimes write {n} (A; x) for 
{n}“(x). We let Fin be the class of finite subsets of w and let FSq be the class of finite 
sequences in o. We shall often identify members of these classes with their codes (in 
some standard coding); this will enable us to apply recursion theory to functions 
which take members of these classes as arguments or values. 
We assume that each RE set A is provided with a fixed enumeration. We let A(s) be 
the set of numbers put into A at s. We let A, = ut < ,A(~)E Fin and AIs= 
(A(O), . . . , A(s - 1)) E FSq. Each of A(s), A,, and Als is a recursive function of s. Since 
every member of FSq is Al s for some A and s, we often use A 1s for a typical member of 
FSq. 
A restriction is a pair (F, G) of recursive mappings of FSq into Fin such that 
F(AIs)nG(Als) = 8 for all Als. An RE set A obeys the restriction (F, G) if 
F(AJs) c A(s) and G(AIs)nA(s) = 8 for all sufficiently large s. 
If (F, G) and (H, K) are restrictions, (F, G)u(H, K) = (L, M) where L(Als)= 
F(AJs)uH(AJs) and M(A(s) = G(Als)uK(AIs). We say that (F, G) and (H,K) are 
compatible if (F, G)u(H, K) is a restriction. Clearly, this is the case iff 
F(A(s)nK(A(s) = 8 and G(A(s)nH(Als) = 8 for all A/s. If 3 is a class of restrictions, 
we say that (F, G) and (H, K) are X-compatible if they are compatible and 
(F, G)u(H, K) E 3-. 
Let X be a class of restrictions. An T-strategy is a recursive function D such that if 
(F, G) EX then a(F, G) is a restriction and (F, G) and a(F, G) are %-compatible. 
(Recursiveness of e means that a(F, G) = (H, K) where H(Als) and K(AJs) are 
recursive functions of F, G, and A Is.) 
Let X be a class of restrictions. A class %? of RE sets is an .%-class if there are 
a sequence {%,I of classes of RE sets such that fi %?” c % and a recursive sequence {cr,} 
of E-strategies uch that for (F, G) E X, every RE set which obeys (F, G)uo,(F, G) is in 
%“. (Recursiveness of {a,> means that the recursive functions of the last paragraph are 
recursive functions of n.) Obviously every class of RE sets including a X-class is an 
Z-class. 
Intersection Lemma. If .% is a class of restrictions, the intersection of u$nite number of 
ST-classes is an Z&-class. 
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Proof. By shuffling together the sequences of strategies for the various classes. q 
If R is a binary relation, an R-set is an RE set A such that R(A(s), s) for all s. 
A restriction (F, G) is an R-restriction if R(F(Als), s) for all Als. 
The main theorem of our theory is quite simple. 
Priority Theorem. If 3 is a non-empty class of restrictions, then every %-class %? is 
non-empty. If every restriction in X is an R-restriction, then % contains an R-set. 
Proof. Let {q,,} and {a,} be as above. Fix (H, K) E 3. We define a recursive sequence 
{(F,, G,)} in 3 inductively by (FO, GO) = (K K), (F,+ 1, G,+ J = V’,, WJ~~~, GA. 
Let A = IJ .4(s) where A(s) is defined inductively by A(s) = F&I Is). Since F&I 1 s) and 
G,(Als) are non-decreasing functions of n, F,(Als) c A(s) and G,(Als)nA(s) = $9 for 
s 2 n. Hence, A obeys (F,,, G,) for all n. Since A obeys (F,,, i, G,+ i) for all n, A E W. If 
every restriction in _!I? is an R-restriction, then A is an R-set. 0 
3. Finite injury constructions 
In the following, the propositions assert hat certain clases are X-classes for various 
3. To prove such a result, we first define {V”}, and then define (6,). For the latter, we 
assume (F, G) E 2” and define H and K so that a#, G) = (H, K). We leave it to the 
reader to verify that (H, K) is compatible with (F, G) and that {on} is recursive; the 
difficult points are to prove that (F, G)u(H, K)EX and that any RE set obeying 
(F, G)u(H, K) is in V”. The theorems, which are known theorems about RE degrees, 
follow from the propositions, the Intersection Lemma, and the Priority Theorem. Of 
course, the proofs of the propositions are not original, but come from the original 
proofs of the theorems. (Most of the theorems can be found, together with their 
original proofs and references to the literature, in [4].) 
Let F be the class of restrictions (F, G) such that for every A which obeys (F, G), {s: 
%4s) Z S} and U,G(AI ) s are finite. A restriction in 9 is said to be finite. 
Proposition 1. The class of coinfinite RE sets is an F-class. 
Proof. We let 92, be the class of A such that A’ contains a number > n. Let 
H(Als) = 0, and let K(Als) = {x} - F(AI ), s w h ere x is the smallest number 2 n not 
in A,. 
We must show that if A obeys (F, G)u(H, K), then AE 55’” and U,K(Als) is finite. 
Choose s0 so that for s 2 so, F(Als) = 8 and A(s)nK(A(s) = 8, and let {x} = K(AIso). 
Ifs 2 so and K(Als) = {x}, then K(Al(s + 1)) = {x}. Thus for s 2 so, K(Als) = {x}. 
Also x$A; so AE%~. •i 
Proposition 2. The class of simple RE sets is an F-class. 
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Proof. By Proposition 1 and the Intersection Lemma, we need only verify that the 
class of A such that A” includes no infinite RE set is an %-class. Let 97” be the class of 
A such that either W, is finite or An W, # 8. If A,n W,,, # 0, let H(A (s) = K(A Is) = 8; 
otherwise, let H(Als) = W,,, - G(AIs), K(Als) = 8. 
Suppose A obeys (F, G)u(H, K). If An W, # 8, then A E $7” and H(AI s) = 8 for large 
s. Suppose AnW,, = 0. Ifs is so large that H(Als) c A(s), we must have H(A)s) = 8 
and hence W,,, c G(A)s). Since lJ,G(A(s) is finite, W, is finite. 0 
If {n> (A; 01, 44; n, i) is the set of numbers less that the computation number of 
{n}(A; i). Recall th a i x~Attx~Bforallx~o(A;n,i),then{n}(A;i)={n)(B;i)and t f 
u(A; n, i) = u(B; n, i). 
Proposition 3. The class of low RE sets is an %-set. 
Proof. Let ‘Gf?,, be the class of A such that either (n),(A,; n)J for only finitely many s or 
{n}(A; n)l. Suppose that AE n,,%?,. Let p,(n) = 1 if {n}JA,; n)J and p,(n) = 0 other- 
wise. Then lim,p,(n) = p(n) exists for all n, and p is the characteristic function of the 
jump of A. By the Limit Lemma, p has degree < 0’; so A is low. 
Let H(AJs) = 8. If F(Als) = 8 and (n},(A,; n)J, let K(A]s) = u(A,; n, n); otherwise let 
K(AIs) = 0. Suppose that A obeys (F, G)u(H, K). If {n}JA,; n)J for only finitely many 
s, K(Als) = 8 for large s. Suppose {n},(A,; n)J for infinitely many s. If {n}S(A,; n)J and 
s is large enough, no number in K(Als) = u(A,; n, n) is in A(s); so {n],, t(A,+ 1; n)J and 
u(A,+~; n, n) = u(A,; n, n). If follows that {n}(A; n)J and U,K(Als) is finite. Cl 
Theorem 1. (Friedberg). There is a simple set which is low. 
Let X be an RE set. We say that X permits x at s if there is a y < x such that y E X(s). 
We say that X permits the RE set A if for all s, X permits every member of A(s) at s. 
The next two lemmas are well-known (and easily proved). 
First Permitting Lemma. Zf A and X are RE sets and X permits A, then A is recursive 
in X. 
Second Permitting Lemma. Let X be an RE set, and let L be an increasing recursive 
total unary function with limit cc. Zf X permits L(s) for only finitely many s, then X is 
recursiue. 
To handle permitting in our situation, let R,(A(s), s) mean that every member of 
A(s) is permitted by X at s. By the First Permitting Lemma, every Rx-set is recursive in X. 
Let %[X] be the set of Rx-restrictions in %. We show that if X is RE but not 
recursive, then Propositions l-3 hold with % [X] for X. Our task is to show that each 
member of H(Als) is permitted by X at s. Only in Proposition 2 do we ever have 
H(Als) # 0. In Proposition 2, if A,n W, = 8, take H(A(s) to be the set of numbers in 
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W,,, - G(A(s) permitted by X at s. We have to show that if W, is infinite, then 
An W, # 8. Suppose that An W, = 8. Let L(s) = max (W,,, - G(A1.s)). By the Second 
Permitting Lemma, X permits L(s) for infinitely many s. For such s, L(s) E H(AIs); so 
L(s) E A(s) if s is large enough. Thus L(s) E An W,, a contradiction. From these results 
we get: 
Theorem 2 (Friedberg). If X is a non-recursive RE set, there is a low simple set which is 
recursive in X. 
Proposition 4. Zf X is a non-recursive RE set, then the class of RE sets A such that X is 
not recursive in A is an F-set. 
Proof. Let %?‘, be the class of A such that X # {n}“. Let H(Als) = 0. Let 1, be the least 
number i such that {n}S(A,; i) = X,(i) is false, and let 
K(A I t) = U (4% n, i): s 6 t & i < lS} - F(AI t). 
Suppose that A obeys (F, G)u(H, K); we must show that X # {n}” and U,K(Alt) is 
finite. 
Choose so so that K(Als)nA(s) = 8 and F(A(s) = 0 for s 2 so. Suppose s > so and 
i < I,. If t 2 s, v(A,; n, i) c K(A(t) and hence v(A,; n, i)nA(t) = 8. It follows that 
s 2 so & i < 1, + {n}“(i) = {n}“S(i) & v(A; n, i) = v(A,; n, i). (1) 
Assume that X = {n}“; we show that {n}” is recursive, contradicting the non- 
recursiveness of X. Since X = { r~}~, lim 1, = co. Hence given i, we can effectively find 
s > so such that i < 1,. Then (n}“(i) = {n}“s(i) by (1); so we have computed {n}“(i). 
Let p be the least number such that X(p) = {n}(A; p) is false. If p < 1, for some 
s > SO, then {n}(A; ~11 by (1); so 1, = p for all sufficiently large s. Thus in any case, 
there is an s1 z so such that 1, < p for s 2 sl. 
Now we prove that U,K(AI t) is finite. We have lJ,K(Alt) c U,K, where 
K, = u {v(A,; n, i): i < lS}. Since each K, is finite, it is enough to prove that lJ{K,: 
s 3 sl} is finite. But ifs > sl, K, c U{v(A; n, i): i < p} by (1). 0 
Theorem 3 (Sacks). If X is a non-recursive RE set, there is a simple set A such that X is 
not recursive in A. 
We shall now look at some constructions of pairs of RE sets. For this purpose, we 
introduce the direct sum of two RE sets. We define A 0 B = {2x: XE A)u{2x + 1: 
XEB}. We set E(C) = {x: 2x EC> and O(C) = {x: 2x + 1 EC}, so that E(A @ B) = A 
and O(A 0 B) = B. 
Proposition 5. The class of RE sets A such that E(A) is simple in O(A) is an F-class; 
likewise with E and 0 interchanged. 
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 2, with W, replaced (for the first 
part) by W, . ‘(‘) Thus, when we put 2x in H(A Is), we have x E Wn$iAa,). We then put all 
numbers 2y + 1 such that ye u(O(A,); n, x) into K(A(s). This insures that if s is large 
enough, we will have XE W, W) We leave the details to the reader. . Cl 
Theorem 4 (Friedberg-Muchnik). There are RE sets A and B such that neither of 
A and B is recursive in the other. 
Recall that if X is RE, a splitting of X is a pair (A, B) of RE sets such that AuB = X 
and AnB = 8. In the rest of this section, we let 
&(A($, s)++E(A(s))nO(A(s)) = 8 & E(A(s))uG(A(s)) = X, . 
We let 9[X] be the set of Rx-restrictions in F such that E(G(AJs))nO(G(Als)) = 8 
for all s. 
Proposition 6. Zf X is an RE set, the class of RE sets A such that X c E(A)uO(A) is an 
% [Xl-class. 
Proof. Let %?n be the class of A such that VEX -+ nE E(A)uO(A). If n EX~, 
n#O(A,)uE(A,), and n$E(G(AIs)), let H(A1.s) = (2n); otherwise, if nix,, 
n#O(A,)uE(A,), and n#O(G(AIs)), let H(AJs) = (2n + 1). Other than this, all the 
functions have value 0. 
Let (A, B) satisfy (F, G)u(H,K). Since E(G(AIs))nO(G(AIs)) = 8 for all s, 
(A, B)E~??,,; so H(A(s) = 8 for large s. q 
Proposition 7. If X is an RE set and Y is a non-recursive RE set, then the class of RE 
sets A such that Y is not recursive in E(A) is an % [Xl-class; and similarly with 0 for E. 
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Proposition 4. The only new point is that we 
must keep all members of E(G(AIs)) out of O(K(AIs)), and similarly with E and 
0 interchanged. This causes no difficulty, since IJ,G(AJs) is finite. 0 
Theorem 4 (Sacks’ Splitting Theorem). Zf X is an RE set and Y is a non-recursive RE 
set, then there is a splitting (A, B) of X such that Y is not recursive in A and not recursive 
in B. 
4. Infinite injury constructions 
If A is an RE set, T(A) is the set of s such that for all x E A - A,, there is a y < x such 
that ye A, - A,_ 1. It is easy to see that T(A) is infinite. Let 9 be the class of 
restrictions (F, G) such that for every A which obeys (F, G), U,F(AIs) is recursive and 
U{G(Als): SE T(A)} is finite. 
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For any set A, A[‘] = {xEA: (x)~ = i}. We say A is piecewise recursive if ACil is 
recursive for every i. A subset B of A is thick if A[‘] - B[‘l is finite for every i. 
For the next two propositions, let R,(A(s), s) if A(s) c X,, and let y[X] be the set 
of Rx-restrictions in .9. 
Proposition 8. If X is RE and piecewise recursive, the class of Rx-sets which are thick 
subsets of X is an 9[X]-class. 
Proof. Let %‘,, be the class of Rx-sets such that X [“I - A[“] is finite. Let H(Als) be the 
set of x such that (x)~ = n, x EX,, and x$G(A(s); and let K(A Is) = 8. Suppose that 
A satisfies (F, G)u(H, K). Let a = U{G(Als): SE T(A)}. Since T(A) is infinite, 
X[“l - a c IJ,H(Als) c X[“]. Since a is finite, it follows that U,H(A I s) is recursive and 
that AEV,. 0 
Proposition 9. Zf X is RE and Y is RE and not recursive, then the class of Rx - sets 
A such that Y is not recursive in A is an 9[X]-class. 
Proof. Let %?,, be the class of A such that Y # {n}“. Let H(AIs) = 8. Let 1, be the least 
number i such that {n}JA,; i) = X,(i) is false, and let 
x~K(AIt)+ls < t)(3i < l,)(x~v*(A,; n, i) & 
v*(A,; n, i)nA, c A,) & x$F(AI t), 
where u*(A,; n, i) = U{u(A,; n, j): j < i}. Suppose that A satisfies (F, G)n(H, K). We 
must prove that Y # {n}A and U {K(AIs): SE T(A)} is finite. 
Assume that Y = {n}“; we show that {rz}” is recursive, contradicting the fact that 
Y is not recursive. We have lim 1, = co. Choose so so that K(Als)nA(s) = 8 for s 2 so. 
Let R be the recursive set U F(AI s). Since R - A is finite, RnA is recursive. Given i, we 
have v*(A,; n, i)nA c A, for sufficiently large s; so we may effectively find s > so such 
that 
i < 1, & v*(A,; n, i)nA,+ 1 c A, & v*(A,; n, i)nRnA c A, 
by trial. We will show that {n}(A; i) = {n}(A,, i). If not, then v*(A,; II, i)nA c A, is 
false. Pick t maximal such that u*(A,; n, i)nA, c A,. Then t > s and there is an 
x~v*(A,; n, i)nA(t) such that x$A,. Since XE A - A,, x#R. Thus XE K(AI t), contra- 
dicting t 2 so. 
We show that 
tE T(A) & s < t & i < 1, & v*(A,; n, i)nA, c A, -+ v*(A,; n, i)nA c A,. (2) 
If not, let x~(v*(A,; II, i)nA) - A,. Then XE A - A,; so there is a y < x such that 
y E A, - A,_ 1. Then y E v*(A,; n, i), and hence y E A,. This is impossible, since 
A, c&l. 
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Let p be the least number such that {n}(A; p) = Y(p) is false. Let te T(A). Let 
x E K(A I t), and let s and i be as in the definition of K(A It). By (2), u(A,; n, i) = u(A; n, i) 
and {n}(A;j)J for allj < i. If {n}(A; p)?, it follows that K(AIt) c lJ{u(A; n, i): i < p>. 
If {n)(A; p)l, then 1, 6 p for large enough s; so there is an 1 such that I, < I for all s. 
Hence K(A ( t) c IJ (t&4; n, i): i < I>, In either case, U{K(A(t): TV T(A)} is finite. 0 
Theorem 5 (Thickness Lemma). If X is RE and piecewise recursive and Y is RE and 
not recursive, then there is a thick RE subsets A of X such that Y is not recursive in A. 
Stronger forms of the Thickness Lemma (see, e.g., Section VIII.2 of [4]) can be 
proved by quite similar methods. These stronger forms have many important corolla- 
ries, such as the Sacks Density Theorem. 
For our last result, it is convenient o restrict the notion of an enumeration by 
requiring that every A(s) contains at most one member. (We could have done this from 
the beginning; it would require only slight changes in the proofs of the propositions.) 
Let _% be the class of restrictions (F, G) such that for every A which obeys (F, G), 
lJ,F,(Als) is finite and there is a p such that max G(AIs) = p for infinitely many s. 
Proposition 10. The class of RE sets A such that E(A) and O(A) are simple is a 9-class. 
Proof. This is similar to Proposition 5. We leave to the reader the modifications 
needed to arrange that H(Als) has at most one member. 0 
Proposition 11. The class of RE sets A such that every RE set which is recursive in E(A) 
and recursive in O(A) is recursive is a y-set. 
Proof. Let ‘?Z,, be the class of A such that if {(n)O}E(A) = {(n)I}o(A) = L and L is total, 
then L is recursive. Let H(AIs) = 8. Let 1, be the least number 1 such that 
((n)O}S(E(A,; I) and ((n)I},(O(A,); I) are not defined and equal. Let I, = (s: 
maxG(A~s)=p}andE,={s~Z,:(V~ts)(t~Z,~1,<1,)}.LetK,(A~s)=8ifs~E, 
or if no number in E, is < s. Otherwise, let t be the largest number in E, suh that 
t < s. Let K,(AIs) = B 0 C - F(AIs) where B = U{u(E(A,); (n),,, i): i < lt} and C= 
U {u(O(AJ; (n)l, 0: i < It}. Let K(Als) = max {K,(s): p < max G(AIs)}. 
Suppose that A satisfies (F, G)n(H, K). Let p be the least number such that I, 
is infinite. Choose s0 so that for s 2 so, F(AIs) = 8, A(s)nK(Als) = @, and 
maxG(Als) 3 p. Suppose that {(n)O)E(A) = {(n)I}o(A) = L and L is total. Then 
lim 1, = co; so E, is infinite. Hence given i, we may find s 2 so such that s E E, and 
1, > i. Let x = {(n)o}S(E(A,); i  = {(n)I},(O(A,); i). We show that L(i) = x; this will 
show that L is recursive. It is enough to show that if t is the least number > s in E,, 
then {(n)o},(E(A,); i) = x; for then, by repeating the argument, {(n)o}l(E(A,); i) = x for 
arbitrarily large t and hence L(i) = x. At most one number is in A(s). Suppose 
this number is odd. No number 2x with XEU(E(A,); (n)o, i) is in any of 
A(s + l), . . . , A(t - 1) by the definition of K. Hence {(n)o}r(E(AJ; i) = x. If the number 
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in A(s) is even, we prove similarly that {(n)l},(O(A,); i) = x. Since i < 1,, 
{(4o)tw4); 9 = x. 
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that there is a finite set a such that 
K(A 1 s) c a for infinitely many s E I,. For q < p, I, is finite and hence U,K,(Als) is 
finite. Thus, we need only show that there is a finite a such that K,(AI s) c a for 
infinitely many s E I,. This is clear if E, is infinite; while if E, is finite, then lJ,K,(A 1 s) is 
finite. 0 
A minimal pair is a pair (A, B) of RE sets such that A and B are non-recursive, and 
such that every RE set which is recursive in A and recursive in B is recursive. 
Theorem 5 (Lachlan-Yates). There is a minimal pair. 
As these results illustrate, almost all 0’ and 0” priority proofs translate fairly easily 
into our terminology. It seems that 0”’ proofs (such as those in [3]) require a some- 
what more complicated setup. The problem is that in these proofs, the action to satisfy 
the nth condition depends on each of the actions for the earlier conditions, and not (as 
in the above proofs) on the combined effect of these actions. 
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